The Virginia Migratory Waterfowl Conservation Stamp and 
Virginia Ducks Unlimited Conservation Print Program

2020 Artist Competition Agreement

The undersigned, hereinafter referred to as the “Artist”, hereby submits to Virginia Ducks Unlimited, Inc., hereinafter referred to as “VADU”, the enclosed original artwork for competition in the 2020 Virginia Migratory Waterfowl Conservation Stamp and Virginia Ducks Unlimited Conservation Print Program. This competition will select a single piece of flat-art, to be reproduced as the 2020 Virginia Migratory Waterfowl Conservation Stamp and the 2020 VADU Migratory Waterfowl Conservation Stamp Print. The following stipend will be awarded:

The winning Artist will receive compensation of two-thousand and two hundred and fifty dollars ($2,250.00) payable from VADU.

Artist further agrees and acknowledges that:

1. The Artist attests that this submission is his original work and has not been reproduced, printed or copied in previous editions.

2. The winning submission will become the property of VADU. VADU shall be authorized to sell, distribute, display, retain, or otherwise use or dispose of said original artwork at its discretion.

3. Artist may market the submission’s prints and other merchandise displaying the original artwork image immediately after execution of Artist’s Assignment without any further waiting period. Artist acknowledges that VADU is not responsible for marketing availability of prints or Artist’s selection as the winner of the Program. VADU agrees to cooperate with Artist to support any reasonable marketing activities that are mutually agreed to by both parties.

If artwork is mailed, artist will enclose return postage for artwork to be shipped back to the artist if they do not win.

WITNESS the following signature and seal:

**Artwork Title**

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

**Artist**

________________________________________________________________________

Signature